Fit for

THE PREVIOUSLY YELLOW WALLS were painted
white to open up the kitchen. A light neutral
backdrop allows you to accessorize freely with
patterns and colors, designer Meghan
Shadrick says.

a Family

A designer’s budget-friendly tips for
creating the family home of your dreams.
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Step
Inside
• WHAT: 3 bedroom, 2 ½
bathroom, two-story home
• WHERE: Medford,
Massachusetts
• SIZE: 2,100 square feet

“Combine the best elements of the past
with pieces that have age or patina,

A

lover of bold colors
and patterns, the
owner of this contemporary cottage-style
home was ready for a new
start when she approached
designer Meghan Shadrick to
give a fresh look to her twostory space. As with many
open-plan homes, there are
no walls clearly defining the
living room, kitchen and
dining areas. Some of the
design challenges included
defining each area without
the help of walls, figuring out
how to properly place furniture
so it wouldn’t block walkways
and paring down the owner’s
collection of hand-medown furniture.
“We went and sorted
through what things really
meant a lot to her,” Meghan
says. She wanted to make the
space functional and create
an aesthetic that better
represented the personalities
of her clients.
“Casual living is what
cottage style is about,”
Meghan says. “Cottages are
cozy. Conversation areas
are not too spread apart and
pieces aren't too formal.”
She also added a mid-century
modern twist to the cottage
look. “The juxtaposition
between old and new, traditional and modern is what
creates interest in a room. If
everything is brand new, it
could look like a showroom. If
everything’s old, then it looks
like your grandma’s house.”

keeping in mind comfort
and personal style.”
THIS ONE-OF-A-KIND
MIRROR, an upcycled
old door from India,
balances out the
blank walls and high
ceilings. Meghan
paired it with the
owner’s traditional
sofa sectional and a
leather chair for a
more modern look.
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“WE GOT A VERY LARGE RUG TO GROUND ALL THE FURNITURE
PIECES,” Meghan says. This boundary serves to define
the space. A nook by the window provides additional
seating and storage.

“The juxtaposition between

old and new, traditional and
modern is what creates

interest in a room.”

Let’s Get Started
Designer Meghan Shadrick’s tips for crafting stylish spaces.

USING AN UPHOLSTERED BENCH, Meghan created
banquette seating against the wall, which helped
to define the dining area and left more space for
the living room. A modern light fixture adds
juxtaposition to the cottage-style look.

1

Perfect Palette: “Cottage-style interiors tend to be eclectic, a mixture of patterns, colors and
textures coming together,” Meghan says. “My advice is to choose two to three colors and mix
and match with those.”

2

Look to Lighting: Changing out the lighting for something more vintage or contemporary is an
impactful way to change the overall look of the house and give it instant personality.

3

Get the Right Balance: Avoid buying matching sets. Instead, explore different textures. “If
everything is wood, it starts to look like a cabin; if it’s all glass, it feels sterile. The most interesting
homes combine materials—woods, metal, glass. It’s the mix that creates balance.”

4

Cut Out Clutter: Keep clutter at bay by selecting large-scale accessories. “Clutter happens when
you have too many little things,” Meghan says. Leave some surfaces empty and some walls blank
to create resting spots for your eyes.
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THE HOMEOWNER’S OLD, NONDESCRIPT BUFFET was revamped
into a mini bar. “It’s a great little spot for people to get a
drink without being in the way,” Meghan says, and “was a
good way to jazz up the back corner and give it purpose.”

In the dining area, banquette seating was added for a
relaxed, “sit down and stay awhile” feel. This opened up some
additional space for an extra armchair in the living room. To
incorporate the homeowner’s vintage pieces, Meghan mixed
in elements with patina but added an updated feel so they
would fit in with the rest of the décor. For example, a formal
16th-century French bergère chair was toned down using a
simple linen slipcover.
“Create a fresh interior by injecting pieces that look of-themoment and put in some things with age or history to them,”
she says. “It tells a story in and of itself, but it also tells the
story of the homeowner.”

For more
information on Meghan
Shadrick Interiors, visit
meghanshadrick.com.

TO SOFTEN THE BLUE WALLS OF THE
MASTER BEDROOM, Meghan added
natural tones and textures: a
beachy sisal rug, bamboo shades
and a beige linen duvet. To stay
within budget, she used storebought window hardware and
off-the-shelf drapes customized
with a floral fabric.

Design a

Budget-Friendly
Family Home
Meghan Shadrick’s tips for thrifty
spaces that don’t skimp on style.
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1

Invest in good basics. Like a good pair of jeans,
Meghan believes you should splurge on key pieces
you use the most, such as the sofa. Bargain hunt
for that accent chair you’ll only use for company.

2

Choose durable pieces. Sturdy outdoor fabrics are
great for families because they hold up to wear
and tear. “There are so many outdoor fabrics that
feel like nice, high-end indoor fabrics,” she adds.
Or, opt for convenient, washable slipcovers.

3

Create kid-friendly spaces. For small children,
choose circular-shaped, soft-edged pieces rather
than furniture with hard, sharp lines and anchor
everything to the walls.

4

Know when to save or splurge. Dhurrie-style
flat-weave rugs and natural fiber rugs are less
expensive than hand-tufted rugs and come in a
wide variety of patterns and colors, making them
easy to switch out for a quick room redo.

5

Be a bargain shopper. Look out for annual sales
on custom upholstery at the big box furniture
stores, Meghan says. You can get something custom
for nearly the same price as their in-stock styles
and fabrics.

A BOLD PURPLE ON THE WALLS
allowed for a fun design in the
small guest room turned reading
room. Choose your room’s color
palette from a piece of art or
décor that inspires you.
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